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Introduction 
Volume is the amount of space an object occupies. You can calculate 
the volume of a regularly shaped solid object by measuring its 
dimensions, then entering those measurements into the appropriate 
formula, and performing the calculation. You have already manually 
calculated the volume of some regularly shaped solid objects using 
provided measurements. Now you will create a new table in your 
“Buoyancy Workbook” that will automatically calculate the volume of 
regularly shaped solids once you enter measurements you have taken 
of existing objects. You will also “mass” these objects and enter that 
data into the table so that once you add a formula for calculating 
density, the spreadsheet will automatically calculate the density of any 
object which you measured and massed, and for which you entered 
data into the table.  
 
1. Formulas for Calculating the Volume of Regularly Shaped 
Solid Objects  
Different types of regularly shaped objects (cubes, rectangles, 
cylinders, etc.) require different formulas in order to calculate their 
volume. The following table provides the formula for calculating the 
volume of 5 common types of regularly shaped solid objects.  
 

Object Volume Formula 
Cubes side x side x side 

Rectangles length x width x height 
Cylinders (pir2)(height) 
Spheres 4/3(pir3) 
Cones 1/3(pir2)(height) 

  
You will recreate the above formulas in a table to automatically 
calculate volumes for objects you will measure and mass. For pi you 
can use the value 3.14 (the value of pi correct to seven decimal places 
is 3.1415926). 
 
2. Create a Volume Calculation Table 
Open your “Buoyancy Workbook” to the “Regularly Shaped Solids” 
worksheet. Create a table that replicates the “Cubes” table from the 
previous worksheet.  Your header row should include column headings 
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for Object, Side 1 (cm), Side 2 (cm), Side 3 (cm), Volume, and Units. 
You will add to this table later.  
 
3. Measure Provided Cubes and Enter Your Measurements 
Measure the side of several cubes provided by your teacher. Enter the 
cube number for each cube under Object (Cube 1, Cube 2, etc.). For 
each cube, enter the side measurement into the three cells for each of 
the three sides.  
 
4. Creating the Volume Calculation Formula 
In the cell beneath the Volume column header, create the formula for 
calculating the volume of a cube. Since the formula for calculating the 
volume of a cube is Side 1 x Side 2 x Side 3, create the formula by 
first selecting the cell, then clicking the = sign on the formula bar. 
Click the cell with the Side 1 measurement of your first cube then click 
the asterisk (*) multiplication sign. Next, click the cell with the 
measurement for Side 2 of your first cube and then again the asterisk. 
Finally, click the cell with the measurement for Side 3 of your first 
cube, then either click OK or press Enter. A number should appear in 
this cell representing the volume for your first cube. You can extend 
this formula so it applies to all the cubes you are measuring by 
selecting the cell, “grabbing” the handle at the cell’s lower right corner, 
clicking, and dragging it downward through the cells for each row 
containing cube measurements. 
 
In the cell immediately to the right, beneath the Units column header, 
add cm3 to indicate that this volume measurement is in cubic 
centimeters. Likewise, extend this label downward through all cells for 
each row containing cube measurements.  
 
5. Add Columns for Mass and Mass Units 
Next to the Volume and Units column headers add two more column 
headers, one for Mass and one for Units used to measure mass 
(grams). As you determine the mass for each cube, enter that data in 
the appropriate cell. Enter gm for grams in the Unit cell next to each 
mass measurement.  
 
6. Add Columns for Density and Density Units 
Next to the Mass and Units column headers, add two more column 
headers, one for Density and one for Units used to express density 
(grams per cubic centimeter or gm/cm3).  
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7. Create the Density Calculation Formula 
In the cell beneath the Density column header, create the formula for 
calculating the density of your first cube. Remember, the formula for 
density is mass/volume. Select this cell then click the = sign on the 
formula bar. Click the cell with the mass measurement of your first 
cube then click the division sign (/). Next, click the cell with the 
volume measurement for your first cube then either click OK or press 
Enter. A number should appear in this cell representing the density for 
your first cube. You can extend this formula so it applies to all the 
cubes for which you are calculating density by selecting the cell, 
“grabbing” the handle at the cell’s lower right corner, clicking, and 
dragging it downward through the cells for each row containing cube 
measurements. 
 
In the cell immediately to the right, beneath the Units column header, 
add gm/cm3 to indicate that this volume measurement is in grams per 
cubic centimeter. Likewise, extend this label downward through all 
cells for each row containing cube measurements. 
 
8. Copy the Cube Table to Modify and Prepare Additional Tables 
Instead of creating four additional tables from scratch, it is easier to 
copy the table you have just created then modify it for use with other 
types of regularly shaped solids. Select the entire Cube table, copy, 
then paste to a new location on your worksheet. For example, if you 
are working with rectangles next, replace the Side 1, Side 2, and Side 
3 column headers with Length, Width, and Height. For this example 
you will not need to change the formula; it works as is. When you 
replace the cube measurements with new measurements you have 
made for rectangles, the volume will automatically recalculate. 
Likewise, when you replace cube mass with rectangle mass, the 
density will automatically recalculate. 
 
9. Repeat Step 8 for Additional Types of Shapes 
You can repeat the process you used in Step 8 to create additional 
copies of the cube or rectangle table for modification and use with 
other shapes. Remember that other shapes may have a different 
number of dimensions, so you will need to modify the number of 
columns and headers for measurements. Remember also that you will 
need to change the formula to match the correct formula for other 
shapes. You cannot use l x w x h to calculate the volume of a sphere 
for example, so you will need to replace this with a formula in Excel 
that replicates the formula for calculating the volume of a sphere, 
4/3(pir3).  
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You will NOT need to modify the formula for calculating density, as it 
remains constant regardless of the shape.  


